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Shroff Publishers/O`Reilly, 2005. Softcover. Condition: New. Prefactoring approaches software
development of new systems using lessons learned from many developers over the years. It is a
compendium of ideas gained from retrospectives on what went right and what went wrong in
development. Some of these ideas came from experience in refactoring. Refactoring is improving
the design of existing code to make it simpler and easier to maintain. This practical, thought-
provoking guide details prefactoring guidelines in design, code, and testing. These guidelines can
help you create more readable and maintainable code in your next project. To help communicate
the many facets of this approach, Prefactoring follows the development of a software system for a
fictitious client, named Sam, from vision through implementation. Some of the guidelines you`ll
encounter along the way include: When You`re Abstract, Be Abstract All the Way Splitters Can Be
Lumped Easier Than Lumpers Can Be Split Do a Little Job Well and You May Be Called Upon Often
Plan Globally, Develop Locally Communicate with Your Code The Easiest Code to Debug Is That
Which is Not Written Use the Client`s Language Don`t Let the Cold Air In Never Be Silent Don`t
Speed Until You Know Where You Are...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to find
out.
-- Elinore Vandervort-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a
enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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